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ABSTRACT

More and more infrastructure is becoming virtualized. Recently this trend has begun to include network functions – such as firewalls, WAN optimizers, and intrusion prevention systems – that have traditionally been implemented as middleboxes using dedicated hardware. This trend towards network function virtualization (NFV) offers a variety of potential benefits that resemble those of cloud computing, including consolidation, easier management, higher efficiency, and better scalability. However, current cloud technology is not a perfect match for NFV workloads: since the infrastructure is shared, the time it takes for a packet to pass through a particular function is no longer predictable, and can in fact vary considerably. This is causing headaches for operators, who can no longer treat network functions as “bumps in the wire” and must now consider a complex web of possible interactions and cross-talk when operating or diagnosing their systems.

In this position paper, we propose a compositional approach towards building a scalable NFV platform that can provide latency and throughput guarantees using timing interfaces. We discuss our preliminary results that leverage and extend recent advances on timing interfaces and compositional theory from the real-time systems domain to the NFV setting, and we highlight open challenges and potential directions towards real-time NFV.

1. INTRODUCTION

Modern network functions no longer restrict themselves to forwarding packets; they also perform a variety of other functions, such as firewalling, intrusion detection, proxying, load balancing, network address translation, or WAN optimization. Traditionally, these functions have been implemented as middleboxes on dedicated hardware. But increasingly this infrastructure is being virtualized, and the physical middleboxes are being replaced by virtual machines that run on a shared cloud infrastructure [24]. This trend towards network function virtualization (NFV) offers a variety of potential benefits that resemble those of cloud computing – including consolidation, easier management, higher efficiency, and better scalability.

Ideally, the virtualized network functions would offer the same properties as the middleboxes they have replaced. In particular, they would offer low, predictable latencies and guaranteed throughput. These properties are necessary for the network functions to remain transparent to the rest of the network: they are expected to behave as “bumps in the wire” that do not have any effect on the traffic that passes through them (other than the effects they were designed for). If network functions were allowed to interact with each other or to introduce bottlenecks, jitter, or latency variations of their own, this would create a massive headache for the network operators, who would face an exponential increase in the number of possible failure modes.

However, current virtualization technology can only support these properties to a very limited extent. The reasons are partly historical: most existing virtualization platforms were developed for cloud computing, where some latency and throughput variations can often be tolerated. Of course, there are scenarios in which such variations have problematic consequences even for cloud workloads – such as performance “cross-talk” between VMs [4, 10, 26] – and a number of countermeasures have been developed over the years, ranging from careful resource allocation [12, 17, 18, 26] to profiling and reactive reconfiguration [20, 28, 29]. However, most existing solutions take a best-effort approach and can correct only relatively large performance variations – far above the latency and jitter that packets typically experience in a network. A truly transparent NFV platform would require a far more fine-grained, proactive approach.

In principle, this problem could be avoided through careful resource management, e.g., using classical real-time scheduling techniques. However, classical real-time technology is designed for workloads that are very different from virtual network functions. For instance, the real-time literature often assumes that all the tasks run on a single machine, have few interdependencies, and are relatively static. In contrast, a shared NFV infrastructure would have a much larger number of tasks that would typically span several machines and might adapt at runtime to changes in the traffic.

Fortunately, there are two recent developments in the real-time systems domain that have brought a solution within reach: 1) Compositional scheduling algorithms [2, 15, 21, 23, 25, 27], which scale much better than classical real-time schedulers and can handle the large workloads a shared NFV platform would likely encounter, and 2) multi-mode scheduling techniques [7, 21, 22], which enable systems to adapt at runtime without losing their real-time guarantees.

In this paper, we propose to leverage these techniques to construct a scalable NFV platform that can provide latency and throughput guarantees. We first present the system model and an overview of our approach. We then discuss the key challenges and highlight potential directions towards the envisioned platform. We conclude the paper with preliminary results that demonstrate the feasibility and potential benefits of our approach.

2. SYSTEM MODEL AND GOALS

We consider a cloud setting in which the provider offers NFV services to a wide variety of tenants, with each executing one or more NFV applications on behalf of its customers.

Platform model. The cloud platform is made of multiple racks of machines that are connected via switches that form a fat-tree network topology [13], as shown in Figure 3(b). We model the plat-
form as a multi-rooted tree, where each node \( v \) represents a machine or a switch, and each edge \((v, v')\) represents the network link that connects \( v \) and \( v' \), which is annotated with the link’s total bandwidth. Each physical machine consists of a number of unit-speed cores that share a last-level cache and the main memory. Each machine runs a virtual machine monitor (VMM), such as Xen [3] or KVM [1], and it hosts multiple virtual machines (VMs) within which the network functions are executed.

**Application model and tenants.** An NFV application is modeled as a directed acyclic graph (DAG), whose nodes represent network functions (NFs). Each NF is modeled by the per-packet worst-case execution time (WCET), and the maximum required amounts of shared cache, memory, and storage with respect to the given WCET. Each edge from \( \text{NF}_i \) to \( \text{NF}_j \) is associated with a data size ratio \( r_{ij} \) and a selectivity \( s_{ij}: \) the former is the ratio of the input packet size of \( \text{NF}_j \) to that of \( \text{NF}_i \), and the latter is the maximum number of output packets produced by an input packet of \( \text{NF}_i \) that are input packets to \( \text{NF}_j \).

Each NFV application has an end-to-end relative deadline, i.e., the maximum end-to-end latency that any incoming packet can tolerate through the application, as well as a minimum throughput requirement. Each incoming packet of the application will be processed along one path in the DAG; the exact path depends on the packet’s functional characteristics, which typically vary across packets.

Each tenant runs one or more NFV applications on the cloud, serving traffic on behalf of its customers. The request of a customer is modeled by a tuple that contains the ID of the NFV application it wants to use, a maximum packet rate of its (incoming) traffic. The request’s SLA is specified in terms of meeting the packet-level NFV application end-to-end deadline and throughput requirements.

**Example.** Figure 2 shows an NFV application with a chain of NFs that implements Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack detection [19] using machine learning. This application receives packets from the network (Packet Capture) and assembles packets into complete IP packets and TCP segments (IP Assembler and TCP Assembler). The Feature Extractor function extracts key features (e.g., connection duration, bytes/packets transferred, source/destination port number and addresses) for each assembled flow, which are then used by the SVM Classifier function to detect flows that exhibit DoS behavior. The SVM Classifier is first trained using existing traces, a subset of which are tagged as malicious, in order to learn which TCP flow features correlate with malice.

**Objectives.** Given the above setting, our goal is to develop a resource management and scheduling system for the cloud platform to maximize the number of requests that meet their SLAs at run time, while guaranteeing performance isolation among tenants. Towards this, our specific objectives are to develop (i) an NF assignment algorithm that assigns NFs to virtual machines (VMs) and to machines, (ii) a scheduling policy for the VMs and for the NFs within a VM on each node, and (iii) a routing strategy of the traffic in the network. The system should consider both the initial resource allocation and scheduling for an initial set of requests, as well as when new requests arrive and existing requests leave the system.

### 3. APPROACH: RESOURCE ALLOCATION VIA TIMING INTERFACES

To enable scalable resource allocation, we propose to use a compositional approach to the analysis and scheduling of the NFV applications. Our key insight is that, despite their complexity, both the cloud and NFV applications have well-defined structures that are amenable to component-based modeling and compositional reasoning. Specifically, we can group related NFs of an application into a component (to be executed within a VM) and describe their total resource needs by a much simpler – *interface*. Intuitively, the interface specifies the amounts of resources (including CPU, memory, network bandwidth, etc.) that are needed for the component to meet its SLA constraints. Similarly, the hierarchical structure of the cloud enables us to decompose the platform into several pods, with each pod consisting of several racks, and each rack consisting of multiple machines that each consist of multiple cores. We can then describe the current available resources of each such component (machine, rack, pod, entire cloud) using an interface that captures its aggregated resource supply.

Resource allocation and scheduling can be done in a hierarchical manner based on these interfaces: at the top level, the resource manager performs admission control of new NFV requests based on
4. CHALLENGES AND DIRECTIONS

There are several challenges to fully realizing our proposed compositional approach. In this section, we discuss some of the key challenges and potential directions towards addressing them.

4.1 Component modeling

Existing compositional theories do not address the component modeling for applications – instead, they always assume that the set of components and their composition are given a priori. Finding a good decomposition strategy for an NFV application is highly non-trivial, as different partitions of the DAG of NFs can result in very different scheduling decisions and resource demand patterns. In theory, one could simply view the entire application as a single basic component, but this approach does not always work because the application itself may not fit within a VM (or even a node). In contrast, simply viewing each NF as a basic component can lead to too many VMs and thus high overheads.

To facilitate compositional reasoning, besides the structural partitioning of the application into components, one also needs to decompose the end-to-end specifications (e.g., incoming arrival rates, end-to-end SLA requirements) into component-level specifications. We expect that existing deadline decomposition methods from the real-time scheduling literature can potentially be applied. However, they would need to be substantially enhanced to work for our setting, especially because – unlike in existing real-time work – the exact routing of the traffic through the NFs (when they span multiple nodes) is not known in advance but, instead, is driven by the decomposition itself.

4.2 Interface models and interface analysis

Existing timing interfaces are limited to independent tasks, and they consider only one type of resources (such as CPU, memory, or network) but not their combinations. While these assumptions are reasonable for many real-time systems, they do not hold for NFV applications: the NFs of an application require a much more diverse set of resources (e.g., CPU, memory, bandwidth), and they are highly dependent on each other, not only in the input-output data dependencies but also in the arrival rates and data sizes.

One direction is to adopt a multi-dimensional interface, with each dimension capturing the demand and supply of one resource type. At first, this seems like a straightforward extension of the existing interface models; however, since the different types of resources are intertwined, a component’s demand for one type of resource (e.g., CPU) is dependent on how much resource of another type (e.g., memory) that is available to the component. This interdependence makes interface analysis highly challenging, but it too provides room for resource optimization based on various tradeoffs among the resource types.

Ideally, we would like to expose this interdependence on the interface to enable optimization; unfortunately, it is often difficult to characterize such a relationship in a closed form. To enable flexibility and online refinement, it would still be useful to consider an
approximation of this interdependence, e.g., using a multi-mode multidimensional interface, where each mode captures an optimization for a particular run-time operating condition. For example, the interface could minimize the memory demand in a mode where memory is a potential bottleneck, and it could minimize network usage in another mode where network is a potential bottleneck.

Another challenge lies in the modeling of input and output flows of a component. Here, we could exploit the property that each packet typically traverses only one path in the NFV graph, to simplify the interface. Instead of exposing all possible flows of a component, we could group the ones with similar arrival rates and data sizes into a single abstract flow that is characterized by the maximum arrival rate and data size per packet of such flows.

### 4.3 Scalable resource allocation

The interfaces of the NFV applications and the platform’s available resources can be used to check for feasibility and resource reservation. Specifically, a component of an application can be feasibly assigned to a platform component if the former’s interface can be guaranteed by the latter’s interface. Further, once each NFV component is assigned to a node, the node’s VMM can simply allocate to the VM that execute an NFV component the exact amounts of resources specified by the component’s interface.

To arrive at an efficient resource allocation, the system must also be able to efficiently find a good assignment that optimizes resources at each level based on the feasibility conditions. This is not a one-time process: it must be able to add and remove the NFV components at runtime as new requests arrive at the system or existing customers leave, without disrupting too much the existing allocation while still achieving efficient resource utilizations. If the system were to generate an entirely new allocation for both the new and existing applications in such cases, many NFV components would likely end up on a different machine and would need to be moved, which would result in substantial overhead.

Dynamic bin-packing algorithms [8, 9] and efficient approximation algorithms for multidimensional bin-packing [5, 6, 14] should provide good starting points for this. Where multiple feasible assignments exist, one can optimize for other objectives, e.g., balancing the load across servers, or by concentrating the workload on a subset of the servers so that the remaining ones can be powered down. The multiple modes of the interfaces also provide venues for optimization, e.g., by choosing the interface modes from several components that “fit together” the best, and thus yield the most efficient resource uses. For incremental resource allocation, it seems useful to develop an ‘interface decomposition’ operator as the inverse of composition to enable efficient computation of the available resource interfaces of the platform components when an NFV component is removed from a platform component.

### 4.4 Accounting for virtualization overheads

The presence of virtualization adds two important complications to interface analysis. The first is that virtualization introduces several types of extra overheads; if these are not considered, the interfaces can underestimate the components’ resource needs, and thus the components can violate their timing constraints even when their interfaces are satisfied [27]. The second challenge is that virtualization can cause unexpected interference, even between NFs in different VMs. For instance, two components in different VMs may be scheduled on cores in the same socket that share a L3 cache; thus, a memory-intensive service in one component can slow down the services in the other component. The magnitude of this effect can vary with the values in the interfaces as well as with the implementation of the interfaces by the VMM.

### 4.5 Time-aware traffic management

To achieve end-to-end timing guarantees, carefully scheduling the VMs on the individual hosts is not enough: we must also ensure that traffic is not delayed arbitrarily in the network. In principle, it is well known how this can be done – e.g., using circuit switching – but the network hardware that is commonly deployed today does not support this very well. The emergence of software-defined networking (SDN) provides a way out, namely by implementing a timing-aware traffic management scheme on the SDN controller. In our prior work, we have already explored OpenFlow-based protocols that implement path selection and performs dynamic rate reservation based on flow sizes and flow deadlines, as well as RTT estimates. We expect that implementation of such protocols should be feasible for the NFV setting as well.

### 5. PRELIMINARY RESULTS

We have done some exploratory work to verify the feasibility of the proposed approach. (Part of the results presented here has appeared in [16].) We consider the same cloud setting with a fat-tree topology as described in Section 2. Each machine runs RT-Xen, a real-time extension of Xen VMM that schedules VMs based on their assigned VCPUs’ periods and budgets. For simplicity, we restrict each VM to use only a single VCPU. The component modeling ensures that each basic component does not require more than one core (i.e., their maximum utilization is at most 1). To enable efficient scheduling, we use partitioned EDF at both the VM and the VMM levels.

We study NFV applications with the general DAG topology, with each edge connecting two NFs having a different data size ratio, but the same selectivity of 1. We focus on only CPU and network resources, and the SLA is specified in terms of end-to-end deadlines. We assume that the timing specifications (e.g., WCETs) of the applications are never violated, and the scheduling and virtualization overheads are negligible.

**Component modeling and interface analysis.** As a first step, we focus on the abstraction of the NFV applications and use a simple approach for capturing the cloud resources. The interface of a cloud component is simply a fat-tree representing its network topology, where each edge is associated with the current available bandwidth of the associated network link, and each leaf node is associated with a vector of the current available CPU bandwidth for each core of the corresponding machine. We note that more efficient and effective representations are possible, but we leave the exploration of such interfaces for future work.

The NFV component is abstracted using an interface model

\[ \langle \text{Period}, \text{Budget}, \text{MinBW}, \text{MaxPacketRate} \rangle, \]

where Budget is the minimum amount of CPU time that must be available to the component in each period of Period time units, MinBW is the minimum network bandwidth required for transmitting its output data to a subsequent component, and MaxPacketRate is the maximum traffic rate that can be sent through (an instance of) the component, to ensure that the component meets its SLA constraints. Intuitively, we can send some requests through an instance of a component – which will be executed in a VM – if their total packet rate is no more than MaxPacketRate, and we can assign the VM to a machine if the machine can guarantee Budget execution time units per Period time units for the VM. Note that, by definition, MinBW can be computed directly from MaxPacketRate, the incoming packet size, and the data size ratios of the NFs. The interface of the application is simply a vector of its components’ interfaces.

To minimize the VM and transmission overheads, our component
modeling aims to minimize the number of components of an NFV application, such that each component can be feasibly scheduled by a single VM that uses at most one core. To simplify the analysis, we use the inverse of the maximum packet arrival rate of a component as its component-level deadline (i.e., \(1/\text{MaxPacketRate}\)). In general, the maximum network delay depends on the specific routing, which is unknown during the interface computation. To minimize transmission delay, our resource allocation maximizes locality by always assigning an instance of an NFV application to the same pod. In addition, we limit the network bandwidth that can be reserved for any transmission between two components to be at most the smallest link bandwidth divided by a tunable parameter \(\alpha \geq 1\). As a result, we can compute the maximum network delay of a packet between two components using the packet size and this link bandwidth limitation, assuming the components can be located in any two nodes of a pod.

The decomposition of the application into components and the generation of the components’ interfaces can then be formulated together as an optimization problem that aims to minimize the number of components of an application and maximize \(\text{MaxPacketRate}\), subject to three conditions: (i) the total WCET of all NFs along a path of a component is at most its deadline \((1/\text{MaxPacketRate})\); this is necessary to ensure the VM executing a component is schedulable on at most one core, (ii) the network bandwidth requirement \(\text{MinBW}\) is at most the smallest link bandwidth divided by \(\alpha\), (ii) the sum of the local deadlines of all contiguous components plus the the sum of the maximum network delays between two consecutive components along a path of the applications is at most the application’s end-to-end deadline.

The optimization problem can easily be solved using dynamic programming, and its solution gives both the set of components of an application and their interfaces.

**Resource allocation and routing.** The resource allocation and routing are performed based on the NFVs interfaces and the current interfaces of the cloud resources as follows. For each request of an NFV application that arrives at the system, we first attempt to send its entire traffic through the VMs that execute an existing instance of the NFV application for the same tenant, if the sum of the maximum packet rate of the new request and that of all existing requests through this instance is at most \(\text{MaxPacketRate}\), where \(\text{MaxPacketRate}\) is the maximum packet rate specified by the application’s interface. If no such instance exists, we create a new instance of the NFV application (or multiple instances, if the packet rate of the request exceeds \(\text{MaxPacketRate}\)) and find a new assignment for its components based on their interfaces. An assignment of components to machines is feasible if (i) for each component \(C_i\), the assigned machine contains a core with current available CPU bandwidth at least equal to \(C_i\)’s interface bandwidth (i.e., \(\text{Budget}/\text{Period}\)), and (ii) if its successor component \(C_j\) is assigned to a different machine, then there exists a route from the machine of \(C_i\) to the machine of \(C_j\) such that all links along the route have the available bandwidth of at least \(\text{MinBW}\).

We formulate the allocation as an optimization problem that aims to find a feasible assignment with the maximum number of admitted requests that most balances the total remaining network bandwidth between the pods and the core switches, as well as the remaining total utilization of the racks in a pod. The formulation can be solved efficiently using linear programming with integer rounding.

**Evaluation.** To test scalability, we performed large-scale simulations for infrastructures with up to thousands of machines, using a greedy heuristic (based on an extension of the strategy from [11]) as a baseline. We found that a) for this very simple interface model, resource assignment can be done very quickly, and that b) on the same hardware, our approach can schedule many more requests than the baseline, and can thus achieve a far better utilization of the available resources. We also conducted emulation on a small local cloud testbed, with three racks of machines and 40 cores, using NFV applications with a simple chain that are made of firewall and network address translation services. The results show that almost all packets of the accepted requests met their deadlines, and the number of requests that meet their SLAs under our approach is three times that of the baseline. The remaining deadline misses of the accepted requests were due to overheads, which were not accounted for in this preliminary work.

Although the workload and setting in our experiments were relatively simple, we consider these initial results to be promising; they show that our approach works in principle, and they illustrate some of the potential benefits.

6. CONCLUSION

We have presented a compositional approach towards building a resource management system that can provide SLA guarantees for NFV applications on the cloud, through the use of component abstraction and interface analysis. We discussed several open challenges towards realizing this approach, which showcase the differences between the considered setting and traditional real-time systems, and we highlighted some potential solutions. We also presented preliminary results that validate the feasibility and demonstrate the potential benefits of our approach.
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